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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Tyler — whose that? Not Steven Tyler of Aerosmith — the tale of 4 
two Tylers — folks, I am so deeply upset by what the Demoncrats 5 
are doing to children, and now, this open, physical assault, literally, 6 
attempted murder, on a school bus by 8 teens on a 14 year old is 7 
truly over the top. Details in a moment. 8 
Impeachment stumbles forward—will the Dems do it? Over 30 9 
Democrats are not so sure it's a good idea: calling for censure as an 10 
alternative to impeachment. 11 
Trump compassionately suggests Gretta chill out, see a movie — be 12 
a kid! Dems using an autistic teenager to assault our freedoms. 13 
Yawn! Well, nothing new here. That's what fascist cowards do — 14 
they hide behind women and children. 15 
The Mean Meme that is deepening Dems' madness—Trump as 16 
Thanos (Greek, means death) snapping his fingers and Pelosi, 17 
Schiff and company turn to dust!  18 
The IG Report is carefully structured to provide as much damage 19 
control as possible for the Dems— but even at that, this documents 20 
the bias driving the investigations while attempting to provide 21 
cover against criminal charges. One example, in a moment! 22 
But the Deep State created IG Report will not stop Barr from 23 
pursuing TRUTH, JUSTICE, the AMERICA AS FOUNDED 24 
WAY! 25 
Those Dems — Virginia governor threatens to send the National 26 
Guard after 2nd Amendment sanctuary cities that are defending 27 
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the Constitutional right of citizens to own and bear arms. Yet they, 28 
that is the DEMS (not they, you know, but they—), declare 29 
sanctuary cities to protect criminals that violate immigration 30 
laws—something not guaranteed in the Constitution, or 31 
recognized on anybody's list of inalienable rights. 32 
And, of course, two Black Nationalists who are anti-semitic, and 33 
ANTICHRIST Trump haters attack a Jewish market in Jersey, 34 
shoot and kill a police detective and three civilians, wound two 35 
police officers and one civilian—and Tlaib offers her take on the 36 
assault—"This is heartbreaking. White Supremacy kills."  37 
So, what does all of this have in common? What is the common 38 
denominator beneath all these stories — wait for it, wait for it — 39 
It's time for your brain massage. 40 
[TRUTH] 41 
Impeachment stumbles forward—will the Dems do it? Over 30 42 
Democrats are not so sure it's a good idea: calling for censure as an 43 
alternative to impeachment. 44 
Coming in to the 2018 mid-term elections I said if the Dems get 45 
the House, they would impeach Trump. And that has been the 46 
foregone conclusion, the expectation of all who are aware—but 47 
then, as I said a few weeks ago, it looks like Nasty Nancy and Adam 48 
Schiffty are getting some push back from at least 31 fellow Dems. 49 
What's that? Nasty bothers you? Hmmm. Kinda like Trump 50 
putting Gretta in her place—telling that kid to go watch a movie? 51 
No? Why? Because it means she is a loose woman? 52 
Where did you get that? No! That's not what that word means.  53 
Well, I guess it could be used that way, since it is used of someone 54 
who is morally bad, whose behavior is repugnant to the mind. But, 55 
she is a Democrat and loose women are not repugnant to them, 56 
and they don't consider them morally bad — so! 57 
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But, anyway, that's not even close to what I mean. The word means 58 
someone that is unpleasant that behaves in a spiteful way, vicious 59 
and vindictive, and by extension the word is used to speak of 60 
something or someone that is damaging or harmful—so, yeah, I 61 
would say Nancy is nasty, with the caveat that I'm using the word 62 
as it is formally defined and not as it might be used informally. 63 
Now, if I called her naughty Nancy that would be different. But 64 
what she and her fellow Demoncrats are doing to America in their 65 
efforts to overthrow the Presidency and our Republic is nothing 66 
short of nasty. No need to explain the shifty aspersion against the 67 
aspersive casting Adam! 68 
So it is not all together certain that Nasty and Schifty have the votes 69 
locked to get impeachment. Nasty claims she will not whip the 70 
balking Dems into lock-step with her goose-stepping Trump hat 71 
haters — but that will only be because she does not have the weight 72 
or the pull to pull it off. Remember, Pelosi got dragged into this! 73 
The entire Demoncrat Party is owned by the lunatic left. 74 
One need only review the statements and antics made by the left 75 
over the last year to know lunatic left is aptly descriptive. I don't 76 
have time to, well, okay, just one. How about the crazy woman in 77 
hanging-chad Florida that stabbed herself in her stomach 78 
repeatedly because, as she said, she is tired of living in a world 79 
where Trump is President. No. Literally. The police who responded 80 
to a call to bloody scene reported this woman said, "I'm tired of 81 
living in Trump's country. I'm tired of Trump being president." 82 
(The ragers are demon possessed.)  83 
Well, at least some of the Democrats have not yet contracted full-84 
blown Trump derangement — Taylor, and Horrowitz, are 85 
examples — so there are 31 Democratics (socialists—anti-86 
Republican and so anti-America as founded) representatives in the 87 
House that come from districts in Trump Country — and they 88 
know they will get serious blow back if they defy the sentiment of 89 
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their constituency — as you know, polling — the real polls — are 90 
showing a serious wave of opposition to impeachment is building 91 
out there on the population sea, and at least some of those Dems 92 
are not quite so crazy as these Dems that get so crazy about Trump 93 
they go all hari-kari and start insanely stabbing themselves in their 94 
own stomachs, or shooting off their own feet, or grinding their 95 
teeth in rage while they cut off their own noses to spite their face. 96 
At least 31 Dems are balking, and some are calling for a 97 
compromise with their rabid base, you know, the self-stomach-98 
stabbers in their Party, hoping they will accept a vote to censure the 99 
President instead of impeaching him.  100 
We'll see. 101 
Would you like one more example supporting the charge that the 102 
left has gone looney? Hahaha — I hear you saying AOC, AOC, 103 
AOC — true! But what about one of her friends—Ra-shi-da, the 104 
girl that makes radical Muslims proud — Two Black Nationalists 105 
who are anti-semitic, and ANTICHRIST Trump haters attack a 106 
Jewish market in Jersey, shoot and kill a police detective and three 107 
civilians, wound two police officers and one civilian—and Tlaib 108 
offers her take on the assault—"This is heartbreaking. White 109 
Supremacy kills." No! Anti-Semitism kills — Anti-capitalism kills 110 
— like Socialist dictators, Stalin, Pol-Pot, and Chinese dictators in 111 
the name of "the PEOPLE" rampage—who believe attacking your 112 
opponents is the answer. So, one last example. 113 
Eight Democrat influenced teens attack Republican influenced 114 
Tyler and attempt to beat him to death. — whose that? No! Not 115 
Steven Tyler of Aerosmith — ha! The tale of two Tylers — Steven 116 
Tyler of Aerosmith is angry that Trump uses some of the group's 117 
music at his rallies. So he has had his lawyers send Trump a cease 118 
and desist order complaining that Trump's use of the songs imply 119 
endorsement from the band. 120 
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Now, I understand Aerosmith is one of those sixties three piece 121 
bands, like Cream, and Hendrix, and Stones — and fellow band 122 
members Joe Perry and Joey Kramer are — hold your breath — 123 
REPUBLICANS! Doesn't that mean that two thirds of the group 124 
ostensibly would be okay with Trump's use of their music? 125 
But, Demoncrats like Steven Tyler are not, uh, democratic — at 126 
least not in that way! Haha! 127 
Anyway, I'm not talking about that Tyler — I'm talking about a 14 128 
year old who was attacked by 8 older students and beaten so badly 129 
he was hospitalized. Why did they attack him? Well, he came to 130 
school in a MAGA hat and the violent reaction he got intimidated 131 
him, bullied, pushed around, they poured milk on his head, so he 132 
left the hat at home, but ever since he openly expressed his 133 
appreciation for the great job our President is doing, these anti-134 
Christ controlled students, full of devils that have been infused into 135 
them by the seducing spirits teaching doctrines of devils to the 136 
children at that Florida public school—went into a wild rage and 137 
began beating him on the school bus—I watched the video—138 
retweeted it so those who follow my tweeter feed can see it for 139 
themselves—but I warn you! This is deeply disturbing. 140 
I'll give you some more detail about this on the other side of the 141 
break. Folks, I am so deeply upset by what the Demoncrats are 142 
doing to America's children, and now, this open, physical assault, 143 
literally, attempted murder, on a school bus by 8 teens on a 14 year 144 
old is truly over the top. 145 
I'll be right back! 146 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 147 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 148 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 149 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 150 
liberty. 151 
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Tyler is 14 years old and attends a public school in Florida. He used 152 
his own money to buy a MAGA hat and proudly wore it to school. 153 
The radicalized Trump-hat-haters bullied him, mercilessly, so 154 
Tyler decided he would not wear the hat to school. But this did not 155 
satisfy these bullies — because submission to bullies NEVER 156 
SATISFIES THEM — it only encourages them to continue 157 
bullying, and yielding only invites them to increase their attacks.  158 
And that is what happened in the case of 14 year-old Tyler. The 159 
bullying went on, but he did not tell his parents. Typical! So one 160 
day, while on the bus, eight larger students began tormenting him 161 
and it escalated until one big girls punched him in the face and 162 
began pounding on him, and seven others joined in, beating him, 163 
and one kid stomped on him — he was taken to the hospital. 164 
The bus driver was awol, he, or she, lets this go on — so the 165 
perpetrators were all suspended, and the video and other testimony 166 
is being given to the State AG for prosecution of a HATE CRIME. 167 
Hey, Maxine, are you going to send these kids a signed photo of 168 
you calling on Trump haters to "get in their faces" and to "let them 169 
know they are not welcome." I suppose Maxine watches this video 170 
and says to that chic slapping, and pounding on that kid, I mean 171 
taking his head and pounding against the side of the bus — I think 172 
Maxine might say, "you go girl!" Because, Maxine, and the rest of 173 
you, holding the President's mock bloodied head, and others 174 
depicting the President being killed, and the rhetoric of violence we 175 
hear regularly from the radical left — YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE 176 
FOR THIS! This is REAL VIOLENCE —  177 
But you want to get all heated up about a mean Meme. Someone 178 
put out a Meme of Trump as Thanos (by the way, the name Thanos 179 
comes from the Greek word that means death) so they put Trump's 180 
face on Thanos as he snaps his fingers and then it shifts over to a 181 
picture of Pelosi, Schiff and company being erased! 182 
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And Don Lemon is appalled, aghast, he can't believe this is 183 
happening. He takes it seriously! Seriously! Lemon takes this 184 
seriously.  185 
The ideology undergirding Democratics makes them stupid. (You 186 
know, the Brits have an expression — stupid o' clock—weird!) 187 
Examples abound — 51 genders — enough said. Democrat 188 
ideology dumbs down the intelligence — it's all, hey, I know, let's 189 
do to America what socialism did to Venezuela — case closed! 190 
So, hey, Lemon, really? You don't get the metaphor? Do you know 191 
what a metaphor is? Surely! You attended Brooklyn College, right? 192 
And later Louisiana State? I mean, surely you were told about 193 
metaphors — at least back in Baker High School! And I'm sure you 194 
learned that a metaphor is understood to be a representation by 195 
comparison between to otherwise very different things. I mean, to 196 
get technical — it's a figure of speech, right? Where we use a word 197 
or phrase to identify something or someone or some action that is 198 
not literally applicable — did you get that? Not LITERALLY 199 
applicable. In other words, Trump is NOT THANOS — okay. He 200 
is not going to snap his fingers and turn the Democrats to dust. 201 
So, calm down! That particular Meme is universally known to be of 202 
a fictitious character — and, as in all metaphors, not only is the 203 
correlation between the metaphor and what it is being used to 204 
describe not 100%, metaphors don't, as we say in my business, it 205 
does not "walk on all fours." This means you have to exercise a 206 
certain modicum of intelligence to, uh, get it! Not everything about 207 
Thanos transfers to Trump, not every effect of the SNAP of Thanos 208 
transfers to the snap of Trump. Haha. 209 
For example, when Thanos snapped, the effect was, at least so far as 210 
Thanos was concerned, serendipitous — you know that word? 211 
Occurring or discovered by chance — a happy happenstance — 212 
fluky, random. It did not target Democrats. Okay! 213 
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So, it was a metaphor and if you require help interpreting it—214 
Trump's Presidency is destroying the Democrat's deep state 215 
oppression of this country — and he is doing it with little more 216 
than just being who he is — symbolized by the snap! 217 
But the metaphor of the Thanos snap is actually, really, far more 218 
appropriately descriptive of the Democrat-Deep-State. You see, 219 
Thanos believed death was answer — Democrats consistently 220 
recommend DEATH as the answer to social problems. Over 221 
population? I know, let's kill off a few billion people. Irresponsible 222 
sexual behavior — I know, let's kill the innocent baby. That fixes it. 223 
Old people putting a drain on health care paid for by tax dollars — 224 
I know, let's kill them off at, well, we'll start at 80.  225 
And as for the snap— until Trump came along, all the Dems had to 226 
do to pull all on the left into lock-step with the agenda to turn 227 
America as founded into dust was to snap their fingers — and 228 
virtually the entire black community fell into rank and voted for 229 
them, and all the lifer Democrat voters in Unions all cow-towed to 230 
snap of the DEMONCRATS—but, no more! 231 
I need to move toward conclusion — and I wanted to touch on the 232 
long awaited IG report. I have only had time to peruse it cursorily 233 
— but it did not take long to see that this report is carefully 234 
structured to provide as much damage control as possible for the 235 
Dems. Here is one example. The report concludes that there was 236 
no bias in the origination of the Russia prob. However, it admits 237 
this probe was premised upon allegations regarding Papadopoulos' 238 
supposedly claiming he had information from the Russians that 239 
would help Trump's campaign against Hillary. I did a show a while 240 
back exposing the fraudulent way Papadopoulos was set up. There 241 
is even some suspicion he was privy to the scam.  242 
Anyway, that's my first blush response to the IG report. 243 
Nevertheless, there is certainly enough in the report to support 244 
further investigation by Barr and company. 245 
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So, my take; while there is evidence the Deep State created IG 246 
Report was cast in the best light possible and was written to protect 247 
Democrat Crossfire Hurricane operatives from prosecution—in 248 
the end it admits enough of the truth about what happened to 249 
justify Barr moving forward in his pursuit of TRUTH, and 250 
JUSTICE, the AMERICA AS FOUNDED WAY! 251 
So, let's wrap up another great shew! 252 
Do you remember when Rodney King was beaten by LA PD — if 253 
not, let me tell you that the news media ran that clip 24/7 for about 254 
a month. Eight liberals beat up a kid for supporting Trump and 255 
you have to go out of your way to find the clip.  256 
I have, with tongue in cheek, used the expression Demoncrat for 257 
many years to make the point that the Devil is behind much of 258 
what was then developing in that Party. So far as I know, I created 259 
the expression — but it's a natural! So, I'm sure I could not get a 260 
copyright on it anyway! (haha). 261 
It's not funny, anymore. You see, there is this Bible verse that 262 
warns about seducing spirits teaching doctrines of devils that 263 
explains a whole lot of what's going down in the Demon possessed 264 
Democratic Party. I know our friend Starnes got in trouble for 265 
being too broad in his use of metaphor in comparing the 266 
Democratic Party to worshippers of Moloch—but he was right on! 267 
That is the spirit operating in that Party today.  268 
This is not to say the spirit of Moloch does not have a hold on 269 
anyone on the right — but I think it's obvious that the penchant for 270 
sacrificing babies on the altar of personal convenience is pretty 271 
much a Demoncrat thing! But, to offer a caveat carrot to those few 272 
Democrats who are pro-life — I will aver that at least five 273 
Democrats in the world respect the sanctity of human life from 274 
conception — haha! Okay, it might be more than five. But not 275 
much more. 276 
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Take the other policies of Demoncrats today—anti-capitalism, 277 
anti-traditional marriage, anti-American, really, anti-CHRIST — 278 
they RAGE against the "bands and cords" of Christian morality and 279 
desire to break those bands of GOD's laws asunder and cast the 280 
cords of Christian moral restraint away from them — and not only 281 
from them, but they go farther today and insist that we join them 282 
in this abandonment of our Christian heritage — and look at the 283 
result. 284 
Just look at this mess! The Demoncrat Party has zero respect for 285 
the cherished fundamentals of liberty — free speech, the right of 286 
the people to own the product of their labor, to freely invest that 287 
capital to create jobs and increase wealth, or to freely trade one's 288 
labor for income, the Demoncrats have no regard for innocent 289 
until proven guilty, no respect for the legitimate expectation of 290 
privacy of phone conversations, they would trample upon the 291 
rights of anyone that gets in their way — no regard for the 292 
traditions of justice in this country, the right of representation, the 293 
right to face your accuser, do you not see that the Democrat Party 294 
today is destroying all the supports of liberty and social order? 295 
Watch the eight kids beating up that14 year old on the school bus 296 
with no one coming to his defense and you are looking at society 297 
cut loose from the bands of divine LAW and the cords of Christian 298 
moral restraint. There is a metaphor for you, Lemon. 299 
That awful scene — that horrifying, chilling, disturbing, scene stirs 300 
indignation in my heart — against those brutal, bullies, indeed, but 301 
also against the ideology of the left that has cut these kids loose 302 
from the moral restraints of the Christian religion — and the knife 303 
they used to cut the hearts of these kids away from those moral 304 
restraints is the doctrines of devils they feed our kids daily in these 305 
wicked indoctrination camps called public schools. (Once again, 306 
not all—but enough so that it's fair to characterize the entire 307 
education establishment in America as SATAN's SUNDAY 308 
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SCHOOL, only it's five days a week. And then, there is constant 309 
reinforcement of the "doctrine" of devils 24/7 in our culture today. 310 
And these devils work their way into the lives of our children 311 
through these doctrines of devils — so some of them, too weak of 312 
mind and heart to stave off the self-destructive impulse that is the 313 
heart beat of all modern day liberal ideology — some of these 314 
ridiculous people are stabbing themselves in their own stomach, 315 
like the demon possessed children of Jesus' day who would throw 316 
themselves into the fire, or into the water to drown themselves — 317 
suicide is rising with the increasing influence of doctrines of devils 318 
being taught —  319 
The only sure solution is for Christians to say this is enough! And 320 
to reinsert themselves into the culture and start being the salt and 321 
LIGHT Christ Jesus sent you into the world to be and to start 322 
SWINGING THE SWORD OF THE SPIRIT — THE WORD OF 323 
GOD — THE TRUTH! Only the TRUTH can set us FREE of all 324 
this evil that has come into our land through the insidious work of 325 
teachers and other media teaching doctrines of devils.  326 
Devils ride into power through their lying doctrines — COUNTER 327 
WITH THE TRUTH. 328 
Get God's War: Why Christians Should Rule the World — you'd 329 
better get it today and get informed about what's really going on. 330 
And, by the way, if you want to know what CHRISTMAS is truly 331 
all about— get my book — God's War and your eyes will be 332 
opened to SEE the TRUTH! 333 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 334 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 335 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 336 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 337 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 338 
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disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 339 
lights off? 340 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 341 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 342 
email. 343 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 344 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 345 


